Avalo Series medication carts excel in the areas that make the difference for nurses, like easy usage and access, a wide range of drawer configurations, enormous capacity, and smooth drawer action.

**Avalo Series**

**Model PCS**
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 31.5”(w)

**Model PCL**
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 38”(w)

**Model PCXL**
43.75”(h) 24”(d) 48.5”(w)

**Avalo Series Accent Colors**

- Taupe
- Horizon Blue
- Blush Salmon
- Extreme Yellow
- Lavender
- Cantaloupe
- Pure Lime

**Offers a practical capacity of 350 punch cards plus room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity 450 punch cards.**

**Offers a practical capacity of 450 punch cards plus room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity 600 punch cards.**

**Offers a practical capacity of 600 punch cards plus room for liquids and supplies. Maximum capacity 750 punch cards.**
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Lock System Choices

Choose the lock system that best meets the environment’s specific needs.

**AutoLock™ Automatic Relocking System**

Automatically secures a motionless unlocked medication cart with a user-defined relock time delay from 1-99 minutes. The system also permits the use of up to 5,000 individual user codes.

**Keyless Access with Manual Relocking**

Simply enter a 4-digit access code, push down the lock lever and the cart is ready for access. To secure the medication cart, push in the lock lever. Clear visual indication of lock status is apparent from a distance.

**Key Access with Manual Relocking (standard)**

Featuring the Best® Core Removable Lock System, this basic yet proven lock system provides your medication cart with the flexibility to change keys simply and easily. *Standard on Avalo carts.*

Ask about available security system upgrades

**Accessories and Options**

*Included on all Avalo Series Medication Carts. S & L Models also include Slide-Out Surface. XL Model includes Tracking Caster.*

- Core Removable Lock*
- Waste with Lid*
- Narcotic Storage*
- 5” Brake Caster*
- Cart Handle
- Slide-Out Surface
- Drawer Dividers
- Sharps / Glove Box
- Clear Top Mat
- Storage Module
- Punch Card Tub
- Laptop Arm & Tray

For additional accessories see CapsaHealthcare.com